
Sylvain Rifflet « Alphabet »  
     
Sylvain Rifflet : saxophone, clarinettes / Joce Mienniel : Flûtes / Benjamin Flament : percussions et métaux traîtés / Phil Gordiani : guitare 

 
 
 

 
"Alphabet is a masterstroke. It's one of those records whose freshness, 
inventiveness and instant meaning send miraculously airborne. It will 
quietly conquer your personal world and nestle at the very top of that 
pile of records you always keep within reach." (maitrechroniquelight) 
 
New group, new compositions, new sounds: Sylvain Rifflet 
introduces Alphabet. Alphabet is a mix of all his influences, from 
acoustic to electronic music, from pop-rock to contemporary music, 
from Tom Waits to Cliff Martinez alongside Steve Reich and Phillip 
Glass. 
 
With flute player Joce Mienniel (National Jazz Orchestra, JM 
Machado ...), guitarist Philippe Gordiani (i-overdive trio, Libre 
Ensemble...) and percussionnist Benjamin Flament (Radiation 10, 
MétaLophone ...) he proposes music that is an evolution of 
Rockingchair, his previous band ("1:1" - Enja - 2010). 
 
The drums are replaced by a set of "treated metals" that produce 
novelty in both colour and sound and offer great versatily for music 
ranging from "sharp-industrial" to the most delicate atmospheres. 
 

ALBUM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Released in 2012 
 
2nd album will be in Laborie jazz in February 2015. 

ON THE WEB 
Sylvain Rifflet web site: http://sylvainrifflet.com/ 
Video recording for ARTE TV: http://tinyurl.com/kx9aesh 
 

PRESS 
 

Rifflet mixes influences, from Tom Waits' use 
of junk percussive instruments and Captain 
Beefheart's anarchistic sound collages to the 
sound designs of film composer Cliff 
Martinez (known for his soundtracks for the 
films of director Steven Soderbergh), and a 
shows a deep knowledge of the work of 
minimalist composers such as Steve Reich 
and Philip Glass. A powerful masterpiece. 
(Eyal Hareuveni / All about Jazz) 
 
His Alphabet presents an ensemble using 
electronics, sound manipulation, 
minimalism, classical ideals, film score 
suggestions, trance music—and, yes, 
jazz—as the "basic elements" that lead to 
the "complex entities" that are his 
compositions...the majority of the music is 
riveting and wholly inventive. The sonic 
sculptures on Alphabet mark Rifflet as a 
creative force with a limitless imagination. 
(Dan Bilawsky / All About Jazz) 
 
This near perfect opus with its sublime 
maturity and stimulating creativity is the 
pinnacle of Rifflet stellar career so far, and 
has the makings of a modern masterpiece. 
(Hrayr Attarian / All About Jazz) 
 
"Alphabet: A for alchemy. And ambition too, 
that of spelling new words with musical 
letters and creating a new language." (jazz 
news) 
 
"In his new quartet, Alphabet, Sylvain Rifflet 
has invited three rebellious young musicians 
who share his obsession with melding jazz 
and electronics, extracting novel sounds 
from his instruments and giving birth to a 
new group ethos. Drawing from repetitive 
music supremos such as Steve Reich and 
John Hollenbeck, the saxophonist has woven 
hypnotic sequences that are brilliantly 
transcended by Benjamin Flament's 
outlandish percussions, Joce Mienniel's 
stratospheric flute and the rock guitar of 
Phil Giordani." (La Terrasse) 
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